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provide equal and individual education programs.for handicapped
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. students. The impact of the resistance to encoutaging the
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participation of handicapped children in vocational education is that
handicapped youtg people comprised only 1.74 percent of the total
yocational education population atrOf 1975. Research in vocational
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education shoul4focus on the characteristic of people who may be
successfully integrated into evaluating prog am outcOmes, job design,

. and modifying existing programs. Program mod Is for handicapped'
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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's
mission is to increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational problems relating to
individual career planning, preparation, and progression. The
NMiohal Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knOwledge through research

DeveloOing educational programs and products

Evaluating individuil program needs and outdomes 4

. Installinieducational programs and piructs ,

Operating information systems and services
4

Conducting leadership development and training
programs
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PREFACE '

The National Center for Reseaiph in V.ocational Education is beholden to Dr. Edwin Martin
for his lecture entitled, "New Directions in Vocational Education for the Handicapped: Implica-
tions for Research and Development."

The Jan twosiecades have seen significant attention iocused.on providing ecitial,access and-
educational opportunity for handicapped students of all ages. Dr. Martin discussis the state-of-the-
art as it relates to vocational education for handicapped students and implications for research and
development that will allow for improvement of existing pedgrams.

7

Dr. Martin's present position is Deputy Commissioner of Education and Director, Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education. As director of the bureau, his respon-
sibilities include directing more than $1 billion as direct -federal aid for edticating handicapped
childen and monitoring related federal efforts affecting handicapped persons in such programs as
vocational and adult education, higher education, Headstart, and Gatlaudet College. In a composite,
he is responsible for the development of policy, planning, and budgeting affecting education of
handicipped persons.

Di. Martin served as Peputy Associate Commissioner of .gducation for the Handicapped from
1967 to 1970 and Director of the Ad Hoc Subcommittee oh the Handicapped, U.S. House of
Representatives in 1966. Earlier in his career, Dr. Martin sertted as Associate Professor of Speech
and Speech Pathology at the University of Alabama.

Born in Oceanside, New York, Dr. Martin received an A.B. from Muhlenberg College, an
M.A. from the University of AlatSama, and obtained his Ph.D. in 1961 from the University of
Pittsburgh. In 1974, Emerson College in Boston aWarded Dr. Martin an honorary degree, L.H.D.
for his work on behalf of the civil rights of handicapped persons.
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Dr. Martin is I'member of the American Speech and Hearing Association where he has sei-ved
as Consulting,Editor, the American Psychological Association, Council for Exceptional Children,
President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped2.Executi4ve CoMmittee, and other
professional organizations and committees.

During Dr.Martin;s career, he has published both articles and books in the area of handi-
capped. Amorig his latest are: Learning Disabilities, "The Right to Learn" and "Integration of
the Handicapped Child in Regular Schools."

On behalf of the National Center and the Ohio State University, I takelsleasure in presenting
Dr. Martin's lecture, "New Directions,in Vocational Education forthe HandicapPed:- Implications

. for Research and Development." ,

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director .

The Nlional Center for Research
in Vocational Education



NEW DIRE 7.NS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
FOR THE HANDICAPPED:

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVEtOPMENT

The history of ethioational programming.for the handicapped has unfortunately been one bf a
kind of quiet discrimination. I say that with some fear and trepidation because I don't think people
have meant tO discriminate againMlhehandicapped.1 don't thini iflibeen an active bias. But . .
there has been a pattern which I can discrimination because I think the society and the people in it
don't operate by accident. If we re a pattern of failure to provide equal access to public buildings
equal job employment, equal educational opportunity, equal housing accommodations, etc., we tell
ourselves that this pattern is not all chanCewhat is going on? Why is this the way? I don't pretend
to know the reasons. I have my owntheories. Some of them are practical, and some f them are
probably depth psychological, but they relate certainly to the.fact that there are cost i plications.
It costs mot* to educate handicapped children; it costs more to provide access to public ulldings,
particularly if it is done after the fact, which is the way society has done it. If we had d ne it in the
first place, it wouldn't have been that costly. F have a little game 1 always play. I watch how many
people walk up the ramps and how many walk through the doors that open automatically. I dis-
cover thai most of the able-bodied people use those devices. They find it easier than cligibing
steps, and they certainly don't open the door by hand if there is one that opens automaticaW I

have a hunch that as we build those designs into society at large, the non-handicapped will profit
as wen as the handicapped. n

I think the digrimination,pattern historically has come out of the evolution of the societies.
.1f we look back to primitive societies, we find that in very few of those societies there has been no
other response than rejection of handicapped people. In some instances, there has been actual de-
struction of life and isolation. Our society,evolved into essentially an isolation-based society.
That's why we have state hospitals, state schools, and separate Programs, etc. But it's evolving
increasingly in the direction'of a very humane, a very equity-based treatment of disabled people.
My own guess as to why we've done that is that we're all human and we're all finite. That's the
great hang-up in lifebeing finite which means that we can get sick and die. That is a scary thought,
and I think when we see disabled people it stirs that thought in us. It stirs the fear of our finiteness,
and it stirs the fear of our children's finiteness, etc. Visiting ill people in the hospital, going to
funerals; ahd all the things we have to do that face us with death make us uncomfortable. That's
one of the reasons we unconsciously have tried to keep activities like that out of mind. An other
example which doesn't concern the handicapped is the sl9wly dying taboo about saying theword
"cancer." One of the ways we protect ourselves from that particular degree of finiteness is to try
to close out that kind of thinking. I think that's what has happens() to disabled people. In any
event, whether it has or hasn't, the happiest of recent years hes been that we have a country
which is committed to an individualcommitt to the premise that the individual is more impor-
tant in many dimensions than the society at large. It's not an (way comrt9tment to make, but it is .2

shot through the American fabric we are based onas opposed to many'other cultures. That's why ..
in our 'First Amendment and in our Bill'of Rights Amendment we find attempt n the part of the
framers of the Constitution to Orotect the individual against the excesses of socie , and not the
other way around. Now sometimes people say things that Make others Ohappy. ut the fact is,
the system Conspires to. try and allow people to have a say, based on a great wisdom of the framers
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1ot the Constitution that, in the long run, the country was healthier when we kept the government
from keeping everybody quiet because it allowed the polifical system to work end it allowed the

(people to be, at least reasonably, in charge.

That could lead nowhere but to the gradual assumption we've tried to help promotethat
the ech,kaptyi!nal program (or the handicapped is not a charity. )t is not an extePsion on the part of
the hivia* the have-nots based on some charitable impulsenot in this particular country, not in
'this partiCalar society. That's the way it has been. The problem with charity is we do a littlb bit
more as we can afford it. If we 'can't afford it, we stop doing it end the assumption is not that we're
going to meet a finite need. Some very effective charities do a good job of setting their goals and
trying to meet them. Basically, an educational program for the handicapped is not charity. C y
_orientation is based on the premise that this is desirable to do. It's different from charity in that I

built into the educational system,- The -school systemshigher educe.tion, elementary and iecopdary,
and vocational educationhave operated on that premisethat is, that speeial educption for handl-
Capped kids was a good activity, and we should do it as resources allowed but that it was not the
first commitment of the schools, the first commitment is to the non-handicapped child. After
that, if there are enough resources, we hove a commitment to the handicapped child. In other
words, the legislative bodies and school officials have tried hard tocombat that. A series C4 laws
has been passedmost of them were at the itate level. The first laws were what we call permissive
laws in special education, that is, laWs that said it's okay to educate your handicapped kids; They
Were usually coupled with an incentivea dollar incentive. That workait to some extent. For
example, in 1966 when I first came to Washington, abiaut 25 percent or Mhird of the children in,
the country wpre in special education programs. There was a seCond generation set of lawsthose
laws requiring the edUcation of handicapped children, again providing extra dollarsresources in
mostinstances. They didn't wOrk wMI either. There was not a single state that had mandatory
laws that had approached 100 percent of full services for.handicapped children.

. Then the parents, with the help of some of the lawyers who were trained in the civil rights
movement of the-late sixties, began to see the comparisons between the precedent thauwas set in
Brown vs. the Board of Education in 1954 that led to the dregregation of Ihe schools and the
rights of handicapped children. S. they began pressing suits, the most widely known of which was
the suit in 1971 where Pennsylvania 'agreed to a consent decree in a case brougtit by the parents of
retarded children. The parents said their handicapped children, particularly retarded children; had
been excluded from school. The phrase was that they didn't have compulsory education for the
retarded, so they mice excused. But the fact was that they didn't get in. SO no matter how you
frame that, the parents wanted them in, and the courts were leaning in that direction. The state
agreed that they wanted to do that, and so the case was settled beforejudgmerit was made on a

'consent basis. Then a few years later in the District of Columbia there Was a case against the school
district in the District,of Columbia which extended that principle-of the retar.ded into the handi-
cappedein general. The case also made a very important but painful point which is that the District
of Columbia said it didn't have enough moRey. It wanted to do this but just didn't have enough
money. The courts said no government has enough money to do all the things it wants to,do.
That's just the way it always is. It's true in the District of Columbia School System; it's true in the
District of Columbia, in the government-and in'the state. Nobody has enough money to do all
things that society needs, so that's not the problem. The problem is how the money is distributed.
Is it distributed in such a way that certain groups pay theprice of that insufficiency more than
others? We have to redistribute the resouices in such a way that, while there may not be enough;
we cannot find a.group that's bearing thit price more heavily than others. Here's a very Simple
piece Of logic, the kind you'and I use jn our own family. If we have a new baby born in our family,
we say we'll have to spread the resources somehow. Well, that's really what the clourts said to the
District of Columbia. That's really what the new Education of the Handicapped Act is saying to
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16,000 school districts in fifty-six and fifty-seven 'state education agencies. It's a colossal problem,
partjcularly when the systems are structured. To solve it we will need certain painful redistributions
of resources. Perhaps the federal governmentcertainly that's my hopewill help by putting in suf-
ficient new dollar resources to ease the transition period,

But it's clearly not ,the federal government's responsibility to solye this problem in its-entirety.
The two-edge sword works loth ways, and some of us are bureaucrats to get it sometimes, but at
least it serves my purposes to say today-that`this is not solely a federal prolilem. This is primarily
the problem of all the local and state governMents because that's the way education is organized.
The federal government's role is to try and help bring about what should have happened in the first
place, which is an equity role, rather than inventing a new idea role. Neverthelest the practical'
reality is that we will profit if wi.can help to perform this role. Figures on the amount of federal
funds quickly become outdated. For example, the House Appropriations Committee agreed this
week to the sum of $535 million for the states alone, in addition to another $150 million for 'other
programming, the vocational education money, and Title 3.of the SEA, etc. So tbe'real sum runs .

now more than three quarters of a billion dollars and is growing very rapidly and might well double
within a year dr so, if the structure of this* goes on.

Now 94-142 says that all handicapped children are entitled to a free appropriiite public educa-
tion, if the states want to participate in tfie federal program. Theoretically, they don't have to.
They could say they're not interested in this, and some have said they might consider that option.
But if we vtant to continue getting fundriout of the Education of the Handicapped Act, which I
point out is a rising curve, then we have to say that by 1978 we will educate all the, handicapped
children that we can find in this state between, the ages of 3 and 18, and by September 1, 1980,
the ages of 3 and 21. The ends of that curve are not really as mandated as the middle; that is those
3 to 5, and 18 to 21 are not really mandated. If the state has np practice of educating non-handi-
capped children in those age.groups in elementary and secondary education, it does not have to
educate the handicapped. The only premise is one of equity. All the states are educating 5 to 17
year-olds, so they will all have to educate the 5 to 17 year-olds who are handicapped. Some of
them are educating non-handicapped people at those extended age ranges, in which case they'll
have to provide equitable opportunity for handicapped people too. So, free and appropriate public
education is the first premise. The second premise is that each youngster should have an individual
education program. This plan would be guided by the school system by getting the'people together
who are going to work on the education of that childthe'special class teacher; the youngsters in
voCational education programs; the person who is responsible for that vocational education program,
the regular elementary and secondary teacher, for example; some official that reprotents the school
system kt largethe principal, guidance counselor, or some other administrative agent; the parent;
and.where appropriate, the child. These peopkwould meet at least once a year and lay out p pro-
gram of short-term and long-term objectives. It's not a contract; it's not something that is supposed
to be held against the school or against the teacher if you fail to deliver. It's a planning vehicle and
the idea would be to try and encourve the dialogue between, for example, the handicapped children
that will be involved in programming which includes several different instructional people and the
school and the parents, so that they understand what's going on with their youngster and what the
school hopes to get. Now if we were to put that into place today, as youngsters apprdach the end
of the elementary school, the schbol would be having talks with the patents about their hopes for
the ()income of that youngster across the junior Snd senior high school years. Where are we going
with your youngster?*College? Vocational education? What level of vocational education? What
are the directions as we see them?, That arena would be opened for discussion and for tong-term
planning by school officials. There could be'sbme sense of getting some numbers so that a school
system could say, here is where we are goin.g. We're going to need this kind of capacity in the vo-
cational education area. We're going to need this kind of capacity in specialized programming for..
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youngsters in basic language skills, etc., at the secondary school level. Most of speciat.education.
has been in the first six grades and with a "tail off"; and we're not sUre, by the way, in all honesty, .

why all that "tail off" is there. Not all o! it is bad. Some of it is probably pretty good. Some of
it means that kids can go into the system but most of us have the feeling that some of the kids
drift through the junior.and senior high and mark time:and they jusi get passed out the other end.
So we want to try and avoid that if we can.

The impact on other programming like vocational education, to me, is apparentif the school
system of Ohio is committed to free and appropriate public education for all children, for many
handicapped children, this will mean vocational education during their junior and senior high school
years. That means we've got to know more about this, and we've got to develop some things.
Theoretically, there's a penalty in this bill. I say theoretically; I mean literally. There is a penalty
in the bill, but I think a theoretical meenitig-is the only one-it will have. The theoretical meaning
says that a district could lose its federal funds if it fails to provide a free atid appropriate public
education. Among the funds they would lose would be the vocational education set-aside funds
for the handicapped, as well as the EHA fundiand the Title 1 funds, and any other funds that are
specified for the handicapped. liowever; under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act which is the
anti-discrimination provision against the handicapped, the 94-142 rules dealing with elementary and
secondary education are fairly well adopted so there is a kind of catch 22that under section 504
a failure could trigger off the whole weight of the failure to provide adequate tredtment for handi-
capped and could trigger off a terminal case of federal funding. Those things in the past have not
been valid political instruments. They very seldom have happened. First of all, there's a kind of
perverse logic in the notion of cutting off the funds that are helping to do whatever it is we want to
do, secondly, it's a big political hassle. So it doesn't ordinarily happen although there are isolated
instances where the government, through the Office of Civil Rights, has, in fact, collided with dis- .

tricts, particularly in the area of racial discrimination and there has been some accommodatjon made
in order to work out the resolution of those problems. I expect there will be a certain amount of
litigation on the section 504 as well, not only against the local district and the state, but against us, .

probably, because if we don't take appropriate remedial action, the parent and others will feel ,as
though we're not helping, so they would sbe us.rigllt. now. For example, HEW is being sued in that
famous Adams vs. Califano case for failing ring about ctesegregation in higher education institu-
tions, etc.. The suit is against the secretar and ys he's not doing his job. There have been suits
against two or three secretaries nowit's t Califano per se, but whoever happens to have that job.

Concerning vocational education and the handicapped, most of you who have been in this
business long enough to know the struggle vocational education has had against a lot of role concepts
that see the field as not being critical. We have that argument every yeal- within the Office of Educa-
tion when the planning people attempt to tell .the vocational education people that they are not an
essential element 'in federal education policythat they are important but their role is not for the
federal gOvernment. They/never win, but in any event the argument goes mi. Additionally, there
has been a resistance to encouraging the participation of handicapped kids in vocational education,
partly perhaps for the societal reasons I mentioned before, and partly because the vocational edu-
cation people have had image problems of their own. The impact of that is that in the recent proj-
ect base.line report we see that 1.74 percent of the total vocational educationpopulation and
1.9 percent in Ohio are made up of handicapped young people as of 1975. Tfte programs for post-
secondary and adults are lumped together, and that statistic is lumped with the secondary level but
they're not too different. They're about appropriate.. Most of the states, by_the way, are in that.
That's both a mean.and a median score although there are some interesting changes. Whether the
data are accurate or not, I don't know. Some states suCfi as Delaware have 10 percent. Arizona an-cl,
Nebraska are alittle blt higher-4, 5, or 6 percent, but the large Mates are at about the 1 tq 2 percan
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le el. Now wa don't know all of what that may mean. The mostcharitable thing it might mean is
,tha ie a lot of handicapped kids in vocational education programs, but they don't require
special educatiopal asbistance. Thus they are mainstreamed to the degree that nobody knows thty
are there. The least charitable is that they are not there.

Moreover, resear&I in vocational education should look morecarefully at the characteristics
of people who mtw be successfully ihtegrated in the programs. Do they, for example, come Out of
elementary and secondary schools, educable retarded classes, behavioral and disturbed classes, or
classes fdr chfidren with learning disabilities? I find that not a single superintendent that I know
can answer that quastion. Almost everybody is interested in it, but nobody is doing anything about
it. My own feeling is that the federal government may be a clumsy vehicle tor trying to get that
data. We somehow have managed to overload the whole capacity of the education system to pro'
vide data and, on the other hand_, we don't know anything about how we manage to have the worst
of both worlds. We don't have the answers to any important questions, and we've asked too much
already but we've done it. At least that's what people feel. It does seem to me that without con-
dacting national surveys there are small sample techniques by which vocational educators could
attempt to get a notion ot the demographics, the characteristics of programs, and the characteris-
tics of children. That really ought to be the basis of any vocational education research. We could
plunge into curriculum projects and into a lot of efforts that we assume are necessary, but we don't
really know much about the characteristics of assisting yet. For example, the vocatibnal education

/data that I mentioned to you include all the handicapped in one generic bundle, but they don't
include whether the hondicapped are retarded, deaf, or blind, which are very relevant educational
concepts. So we don't know whether 95 percent of that number are deaf, and nothing is being
done for anybody else:or whether 94 percent are all retarded, etc. It's not anything that a planner
can use to work with, becauseCONe don't know what the'system really looks like and where we want
to go. We knew more about the systpm ih education, for example, so that in our research program
we have developedoine or ten curriculum projects. Most of them are for the educable retarded.
We discovered that the teachers of, educable retarded at the time were using different curricula for
each separate class. If there were 1-5 EMR classes in Columbus, there were probably 15 different
cdOricula, and maybe a common curriculum guide. On _the basis of that, we developed math,
science, adaptation of science curriculum, a behavio*ral sciences curriculunproject for the retarded;
reading, physical education, health, a number of curricula that are all, by the way, marketed com-
mercially, save one. 'We had vi have sOme sense of where the problem was before we knew whether
to put it into deafness, etc. It turned out there was more in deafness than there was in retardation
so we wentthe other way, and the riumbers are much greater so it was a cost-effective way to go.

I also think that we need more evaluation of what is happening. The kids are now in ihe pro-
grams, but so what? What happens to them? Where do they go? Do they know what they need
to know? When they get out on e job do they start over again from scratch or is their training
relevant? I suppose this is the problem that exists in vocational education in general, as it is with
special education. What is one of the outputs bf the system that we're putting a lot of money
into? In this particular case, it seems to me it's a really important dimension. Those of us in
special education think that 80 or 85 percent of handicapped kicli;hOuld be in vocational educa-
tion programming or in regular education programming above thafand that the number who can't
profit is very-small indeedmaybe less than 5 percent. So we think that there's a great market
here, and we want to know where the kids are and what's happening to them. Does vocational
education work, and if so, I would think that would be a great incentive to other vocational edu-
cation prograas arOUnd the coutitry. Historically, we of the great arguments against education ,
of the handicapped has kren.that it doesn't do any goodmany feel the kids aren't going to learn
anything; they can't do this; and we are allping to bg wasting our time. Let's give them kind treat-
ment and keep them in.a warm, dry place and let it go at that. Let me give-you one examplethe
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National Technical Institute for the Deaf in Rochester, New York, is a subset of- the Rochester
Institute of Technology. The last time I was there, there were almost 750 deaf young people en-
rolled, many of whom were integrated at one point in time in the regular educational program of
that Institute. 'There Were more than fifty vocational education career modules or possibilities

.`involved. They have been growing very riipidlyprobably steienty or eighty now. Ninety-six
percent of the kids who completed their programs of study is being employed, tind 93 percent is
employed in their field of study. That was a small number. They didn't have all 750 in. They had
about 150 or 209. They have very intensive programs not left to,chance. Their placement program
is very important and the choice of these modules is very important, very much related not to what
.they happen to have around but to what people.are buying across the country. The whole area of
market analysis counseling impact would be another major area for research in Vis area. What's
happening now? What are the characteristics? What are the demographic's? Wiat is the market

, like? What's the market analysis? How about effective counseling? What, in fact, is required?
Wbat kind of placement systems are going to b'e in place? There they've found out you can't Just
turn them loose with the diploma. You really have to have systematic contact with various indus-
tries and build it from within. l/'s not a chance business.

Another important area is the whole question of job design, redesign, and modifying Eixisting
programstaking a look at the assumptions. Our experience in special education has been that
almost all of our assumptions were wrong, and almost always we've underestimated the ability of
the handiCapped kids to take part in things, and we've used curricula that were too simple. We had
assurriptions that were too simple about jobs that people could do. We had ?ssumptions about
physical education and recreation programming that suggested we should leave the handicapped
kids opt. They might get hurt. There is tremendous paternalistic tendency to assume that the kids
can't do anything. Those of us in special education are not immune to that. We're just saying that
our experience has been that we've been plugging along on a limited set Of assumptions. Then some
really smart and innovative person would set the level about two steps higher than where eVerybody
was and, and lo and behold, it would work. Everybody would say we've got to do something about
this and upgrade o.ur program. I have a hunch that you will find as you get into vocational educa-
tion for handicapped people that you will make that same mistake. You will assume that the very
simple skills arythe only tnings that people can do: the blind can't do this; the deaf.can't do that.
The research fommunity can be extraordinarily helpful by pointing out through controlled experi-
mentation and through analysis of job design and suggestions, if necessary, about redesign and
demonstrations, that our assumptions will limit us more than the characteristics of the children.
There is an issue 'of new technology that's interesting. It ties in with this question of redesign. We
have funded two devicesone is an optical scanning device which, reads print and then presents it
in a tactile display under-the finger of the blind person. It reads an "A." It puts an "A" up under
the finger of the person. This is different from braille because peolple who have read braille cannot

. necessarily recognize an "A' when they feel one. It's tough. It's limited technology. Not everyone
can learn it, just as not all blind people can learn braille,tut for those who can it has been quite an
important breakthrough in allowing them to respond directly to print. Right now I can put a letter
on it, learn to press it, and.l .can begin to read without a reader, etc. It's a definite breakthrough.
We've put a couple of million dollars into developing this and we're now elarketing it, in the sense
that we bought a million dollars worth this year. We're going to buy a million dollars worth in the

J next couple of yeari. We're giving them away to school systems, and we're using our training funds
to train people to use them at-not only schools' for the blind, but also local education programs. A
bureau like ours has to have training funds and research funds available at the same time to try and
integrate these kinds of prOgrarns. It would be hard to do that if there was a special bureau running
the training program for the handicapped and another bureau running the research progrv. We
could never.get ourselves coordinated. o we have been able to put that ynd of impact togett4r.
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There is another device that is even more fascinating. It is an optical scanning device, but this
one is hooked up with the computer and the computer, in.turn, is hooked up with a voite generator.
It theh reads out loud to you--in a strange, mechanical voicebut it reads.the print and'reads out
loud. It is really one of the most sensational things in principle you can imagine. It takes quite a
lot of memory to keep up with all of the irregularities in the English languege, and that's whet the.
computer has. It also takes a lot of ingenious formulation to try and lay out thelaws of the lan-
guage the computer can use to predict how to say a given word. At certain places it breaks down
but if you can't understand what it's saying, you can hit the repeat button. If you can't understand
it the second time, you hit nother button and it spells it out f r you. So it is really a fantastic
device. It costs about $5
ft)iin $5,000 to less tha
langilages and a lot o
part of our research w

to build one right now. Butlw th the opticon, we-have gotten down
00. This Machine has applications ultimately for translation of -foreign..
ings, tob. Sol think we will see more of that, but the point is that as
ought to _look at the new technology in otherareas and see what kind.

of sirenetic interfaces this might provide to the tests we are doing. Obviously some of the people
using the opticon now are doing things they couldn't .do before, or did but needed hblp,"for exam-
ple, computer programming; and they find this extraordinarilY helpful. There are a number of skills
that these devices may help. Drawing on technology we also can develop devices that might 11,
helpful for the handicapped too, in other directions.. But my point is that if one were to set up a
way .jo design vocational education programs with the handicapped and did not know about such
devices, he/she would be limited in assumptions about what people can do. So it is important ,that
we keep discovering'What is happening in other areas to help us make interfaces between people and
jobs.

The modifying curriculum we have touched on has worked in the pastwe have modified bio-
cal sciences curriculum, environment curriculum, and personal growth curriculum. But I would

nbt lunge into that until I understood better the issues and the barriers to the involvement of the
handicapped people in vocational education. As you analyze those barriers you can then decide
whether the curricular approach is important or whether a teacher redesign, in a sense, is important.
My notion is that it will be important for regular classroom teachers as Well as vocational education
teachers. Sorhehow we need to get at that question of attitude. We've done a good job of training
regular washers to feel incompetent about the handicapped., incompetent about virtually everybody
who mighT be a little different, unfortunately. The system has been based on a false premise that
a group of people who are neat, normal, homogenous, and don't present learning and behavioral
challenges of any great degree, exists; and another group of others who are, in the cvite of the handi-
capped, also neat and homogenous, but do present learning degree problems exists. We could put other
groups in as tar as that's concerned. But the fact is that kids are not that different, and the style
of learning is not that different. The rules of learning work. The same kind of things that make a
retarded kid learn happen to make a normal kid learn. We've done this to ourselves. It's part of the
waY we organize knowledge, but it's led us into some traps. In order to get programming for the
handicapped we've trained specialists, and the specialists sarthey're the only ones who can do this.
That's been okay with the regular people who don't want to do it in the first plice. But we're in

at kind of system and what you'll find is thLt we need to reorient the way we train people toward
viewing the fact that they're going to find in the laboratory, in the classroom, or in the experiential
setting that people have learning behavioral styles and that a kid with a, mild or moderate handicap
is not really a different beast. They are the same kids; they have feelkigs; they want to succeed;
they want to be rewarded. I think we'll get past some of those hang-Ms. We do need to validate
models. We still live in a culture where we can experiment. If we see a great program in another
city and want to take a look at it and then develop one, we can.

, We've had a good bit of success in our early childhood models with validating modelsgetting
the'creative people in the country to keep data a little totter, i.e., provide them with some technical
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assistance about how to do that. We're starting to get now a body of information and knowledge
that holds up to at least some semblance of scientific and professional scrutiny. It demonstrates, in
fact, that preschpol programs work for kids,. They do grow faster than they would if you leffthem
alone. They grow in some very interzsting dimensiorI. One of the things that we've learnE41 is that
the onesThat are parent based seem to Aiork better than' the onei that are not. Thai tells us some-
thing interesting that we haven't wanted to know either, but which is very helpful. We couldn't
deliver the services if it had to be professional-based per child'. The faCt that these early education
models that deal with parents and professionals interabting and having the parents delivering the
services to the kids are, in fact, more effective, is very important. The other thing that we've learned
from those,models which comes up again and again is that the more structured the program is,-the
better it works. t hat's not something that those of us who are clinical psychologists, like MYself,
and phenomenologists like to hear but, jilt ahy event, that also seemrto be true-knowing what your
objectives are and laying out a specific-course of.actiontovvard them seems-tow-34c bqtter fOr .

advantaged populations, for handicapped kids, and maybe for everYbody. This doesn't mean you
have to go too far, but it suggests that some of our approaches to wanting to just set ut5 a general
enrichment curriculum may not be any Oqd ari&may not mirk, so that we really ought to try and
teach peOple what we want them to know.

The last aspect I want to mention is that after you validate those models you ,disSerilinate them
obviously in a much more active and tiggressiveway than We-ltäve before. We nejkl, market our

fr.
opticon to not just say: we developed it7 now let's see wha.t's going to happen. We realfy.need to
develop some strategies and some sophistication using private.resources, not the government if pos-
sible In the cast of the opticon, we felt we would do that but we will get out of that business as-
soon as we drive the price doWn to vthere it can be competitive for sclWs. But thewhole question
of the career education thrust, itself, and the introductiOn of work andflvork-related concepts intb
the lives of young handicapped.gbildren will be very useful, again because a lot of otawthinking has
been so paternhUitic that we haven't wanted to cross thafbridge and haven't dBjle any realistic
thinking or orientation of the kids toward it. Instead what we have now in place of vdcational -

education in many instances is a kind of prevocational work readiness. The kids graduate and that's
the end of the program and there never was any vocational education. It seems tO me that we would
be much better off trying to design something vocational/career into the elementary Khool progcam
and into the junior-high perhaps and then bridge into some really sophisticated vocational training
and choices as we go along. I feel this in a very optimistic way.

I don't have any doubts that we're going to have a whole lbt of struggles tnd maybe more
litigation than anybody would want,but the direction is cast and this country-has not moved back.
It May move grudgingly into this kind of change, but it does not move baCk away from any weal
directions as far as extension of educatibnal opportunity. 'I don't think we will move away frbm the
principles in the last few years which have gotten disadvantaged young people into college, for,
example. We Fnay expand them-the next step would be to try and offer more assistance to people
of middle cOss ghettos so that they can get into college as well, 'But I don't think we'll go away
from our earlier comMitment in the area of education and in the handitapped area. I think we will
leave the charity here or behind and we will open thp doors to equ'table opportunity. I don't
think it will wbrk very well as far as elementary and secondary sclooting is cdncernetl, or post-
secondary, for that matter, unlesi the vocational education estaljlishment, the researchers, the
teacher trainers, and service delivere , tie their work together. Over the years I have fought every
attempt to sort out handicapped education from vocattmal education. I have fought to get the 10
percent set-aside, tc; set. up separate vocational education systems within the special education pro-
gram. We do not need more segregation of handicapped people. There are some kids who need
special schooling but, in general, we need more integration of, handicapped. We have the technology
now that suggests it can work--both the literal mechanical technolog(and the learning technology.
Promising vocational education programs forthe handicapped exist throughout the country. They
are certainly well documented fn the clinical sense as regular:education programs are. There's no'
turning back from this challenge, and I hope you'llihelp make it a success.
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QUEST1ON-S AND ANS*01.S.

Question: What is the progress regarding the implementation of the individualized educationill'
plan (IEP)?

The IEP would go into effect in September of 1977. It is part of a regulatiori that we are going
into now. We have 'a fairlY specific statute that lays out a number of tKings,,suCh as short-term and
lon*-term objectives. In the regulation we tried, to clarify the statute and did a super job. I think
we will retreat to the legislative language. We worked very hard on the repulbtions.. We involved
more people in writing.these regulatkgis than anyone in the history of the Office of Education had
ever involved before. State people, local people, parents, and specialists-of-ail kindi have been in-
volved, but-sometimes it is a hard business to conyert a principle into an operation.. l.think we will
have a simple approach to this problem and that we will have a full range of human ability to respond
to it from institutionlito success. But it raises some scary questions. for example, the teachers'
unions have asked us if this was going to be another vehicle used to club teachers over the head if
the kids don't achieve the objectives. The school systems have asked us if the contract will lead to
their being sued by the parents.of handicapped children. We are going to try to clarify that it is not
meant to be a contractual relationship. The school isnot in a position to dothat. I am hoo:ful
that we can provide that.. That doesn't mean that `the school won't get sued any 'more tffin the
schools are being sued right now for an implied contractual relationship to teach people to read, for.
example. There are such suits as that.

I think it will go into place, that it willfiecome an interesting docuMent at the least. If teachers can
meet in some schools three times a year with the parents, I think we can do it at least onCe a year
with the handicapped. I think it-will work, and it may turn out to be an idea that may catch on.

t`

Question: Are'you finding the IEP being considered for students in general? .

It might just go that route, but probably not right away. First of all, most parents don't hessle the
school. I think some parents will say, "I think this is a sensible idea, and if you can do that, why

1 don't you do that for my child, too." But so many children are on a track, right from here into
Harvard. But when we start getting choices and have'diverie school systems, and have.a general
Vatic and a vocational track, and a college prep track and so on, I have a hurmn this will become a
document that wilt have some interet and integrity.

Question: Can you comment on the possibility of the gifted and telented coming under the
PL 94-142?

Slim to none, I Would say, for the near future. The Counsel for ExceptionatChildren has com-
mented to that particular Concept. They have recommended it to the Congress. I agreed to iurOort
it because I am very interested in what happens to gifted and talented children. We have a small
program now which I would like tos see expanded. It is/a $2t5 million program which has given



some grants, one of- which was a small grant tor about $20,000 wflich went to the State of Ohio
for hiring someone on the staff to get state education agencies to go out and jostle up some.action
at the local level. That strategy usually works over a period of years. We also have funded some
Model projects. P

The reason I say slim to none is that the okeneral response iget in the Office of Education and
Congress is that with all the problems theV have, this is not one with a high priority for the tax .

paVers' dollars. The general feeling is that gifted children will do'okay. That is unfair, not always
true, and it is a waste of talent. Society can do much better in many ways. -It is true that a lot of
extremely bright children will-eventually struggle through. And somewhere along the line they-will
hook ontoion area like Mah or science, and really go out beyond the end of the school, and pro- ,

gram themselves. But it can be a tremendous battle for those children in the early years. If a child.
has artistic or musical talent, the school is a wasteland for him or her,

Question: Should a plan for coordination be developed for administering131., 94-142 and PL 94-
482 as they relate to handicapped education programs for children?.

It should. That is, Oath laws encourage that. PL 94-142 sayi that the state plan for other education
programs that deal with the handicapped (e.g., vocational eduCation) should be developed in a man-
ner which will make ihem harmonious with the provisions in 94-142. The vocational education act
itself says"about the same thing.

There is increasing'contact between the Vocational EducationBureau and ourselves. The vocational
education research people and our research people have talked together. We read piojects for them
and they read projects forus, and so on. We have a task force working now with Dick Carlson, the
Director of the Division of Vecatlonal Education on ways we on 40 better. 'But it is interesting;
there are really a lot Of little problemsthe data problem is one. For example, we wanted the voca-
tional education people to collect data and to classiN the category of handicapped, but between
their feelings and their resistance to add greater elements to the data collection system, we really
never carried it off. So there are gbing to-be some problems, but i think the Way aronnd it is that
each school district will have to make a commitment to all of the children who are handicapped in
that district. There are going to be a lot of negotiations, but I don't think the federal government is
going to get'involVed in many of them. I think they will be settled at the local level.

There also is goingto be an individual education program. This program will have an impact on the
.votational educatibn system Somewhere or they are going to try and start developing extra classes
to do something-with these children because they can't get them iirthe vocationeeducation system.-

Question: How do educators compare with different groups of people who intentionally disciminate
against the handciapped? Is this not due to the fact that some educators have had very
little contact with the handicapped and very little expectation as to how to,treat or
understand them? Does this 'not end up having implications in terms of educating the
normal as to how to behave? Are you doing anything about that?

Yes, you are"right..There is already a kind of backlash occurring. It usually doesn't take a straight-
out attack on the handicapped pelople.
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Theie should be dn affirmative action program. This year we have more than $15 mitlion in pro-
grams to woik with teachers to try and provide them with informatiorf about handicapped 'children

'and about the kind of feelings they are going to have and perhaps some strategies that might be in
place. We also have three Jarge media contacts out now trying to develop material for both class-
room use and for-children's TV use. But we are-struggling with this because not *everybody knows

-what the game is, arid those of us who would like to see it happen are not sure.how to bring about
attitude change and so forth.

Question: Can you comment further on the problems,eduCation has had wOdealing with the
differences which exist among studenti.

People are different arid individual, but they ate not that different, and individual. That is the saving
grace in the dilemma you pose. We are trying to develop a system that has so much more response
capability to differences than the one does now. I don't think this shouldjust be done with the
handicapped. I don:t know how many of.you have taught in a regular classroom or in a vocational
educatiqn classroom, but my experience has been that there is a range of ability and behavior in a
regular classroom. Teachers always have to adapt, to some extent, to the clascoow this is with the
normal group, too. There also are children who fall out at each end of the continuum. Both of
those are true. The teacher bends smile, the schools bends some, and some children fall out. Now
that's why I think people have continued to explore small group placement. All the different inno-
vations are designed to try and see if they can at least partially emulate the situation. I think the
schools have to go in that direction for the survival of the "normal children." Now mildly handi-
capped children wil1 fit in very well. I think we should expand our notion of normal. We should
try and understand that normal is not quite so neat as we wish it was. I think that the system is
working that way. 1 think gradually thr that will help and then these two concerns will meet.
The individualization that we have will help the children that we now see fall between the craels.
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